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Land Registry Title

 

Land Registry data is now available in 

Simply request your Land Registry titles from Pear Technology and receive them as a new layer in PT
Each title is shown as an individual polygon with its own title number as an ID. 

This invaluable tool allows you to quickly identify what land is registered, what is not and what should be by 
comparing the title boundaries against your current map data

Use PTM-Pro with the OS MasterMap Topography Layer to produce Land Registry compliant plans to 
discrepancies.   

 

Uses  

» Identify queries and anomalies against

» Verify land ownership against OS Master

such as rivers and boundaries 

» Identify exact ownership areas and features

» Create maps of separate Land Registry 

 

 

Process to obtain Land Registry

1. Submit your list of Land Registry titles

2. This data shall be sent to Land Registry

3. The land registry map data is returned,

 

This service is for both new and existing

Price 

» £2.50 per title (minimum order of £

All prices are excluding VAT.  
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Title Boundaries 

data is now available in a digital mapping 

Simply request your Land Registry titles from Pear Technology and receive them as a new layer in PT
Each title is shown as an individual polygon with its own title number as an ID.  

This invaluable tool allows you to quickly identify what land is registered, what is not and what should be by 
comparing the title boundaries against your current map data such as an estate boundary.  

Pro with the OS MasterMap Topography Layer to produce Land Registry compliant plans to 

against Estate Boundary 

against OS MasterMap data, 

Identify exact ownership areas and features 

separate Land Registry titles. 

Land Registry data  

Land Registry titles to Pear Technology as an excel spreadsheet.

Land Registry.  

map data is returned, imported, prepared and placed on your maps

and existing maps. 

inimum order of £80) 

 format. 

Simply request your Land Registry titles from Pear Technology and receive them as a new layer in PT-Mapper.  

This invaluable tool allows you to quickly identify what land is registered, what is not and what should be by 

Pro with the OS MasterMap Topography Layer to produce Land Registry compliant plans to correct any 

spreadsheet. 

maps. 


